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1. Sino-Japan relations enter a new stage 
 

In the course of human history, East Asia has never faced a situation in 
which two strong, economically powerful nations have coexisted 
simultaneously. 

In the ancient era, China was one of the strongest powers in the world; 
during that extended time, Japan, as the weaker side, implemented 
tributary diplomacy toward China.  

China was strong; Japan was weak. 
After the end of the Sino-Japanese War in 1895, Japan began to exceed 

China in the balance of power. The Meiji Restoration had prompted Japan to 
push forward with modernization, and eventually China was defeated by 
Japan and subsequently failed in its Hundred Days Reform of 1898. 

With Japan’s rise and fall before and after World War II, both 
domestically and internationally, and especially after the collapse of the Cold 
War and the bubble economy, and China’s acceleration of its Reform and 
Opening policy instituted by Deng Xiaoping in 1978, East Asia seems to have 
entered what might be called a “Two Giants Era.”2 The dynamic rise of 
China and the relative decline of Japan at the beginning of the 21st century 
have reshaped the general power structure of East Asia. 

However, the new structure in recent years has undermined the  
Sino-Japan bilateral relationship and destabilized the entire East Asia 
region as well. Narrow, emotional and inward-looking nationalism on the 
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part of both China and Japan is rising. Politicians in the two nations have, 
dangerously, tended to “compromise” with hyper-populist opinion among the 
public, especially on the Internet. 

Now Sino-Japan relations have entered a new stage. How both 
governments and citizens of each nation communicate and perceive each 
other in the Two Giants Era, maximize their own national interests, and 
contribute to regional peace and prosperity is an essential issue. 

This, in my eyes, is the great challenge for Japan and China. 
This year marks the 40th anniversary of the normalization of diplomatic 

relations between Japan and China. The governments of both sides would be 
wise to try as much as possible to make a point of the mutual importance of 
this year.3 

For Japan, 2012 is a “restoration year” after the Great East Japan 
Earthquake of March 11, 2011; for China, it is a year of transition, in which 
the leaders at the national level will be changed. Under these circumstances, 
the two sides must inevitably concentrate on coping with domestic affairs, 
and try to have deliberate stances on management of the bilateral 
relationship, to avoid any confrontations in strategic areas. 

Strategic stability can be realized on the basis of mutual vulnerabilities 
between Japan and China. I am personally paying close attention to whether 
and when a Chinese leader will visit Japan this year, and to how long 
Japan’s Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda can maintain his power through 
2012. These will absolutely influence the comprehensive relationship 
between China and Japan. 

 
2. Three pillars of future Sino-Japan relations 
 
Through observation and thinking for nine years since coming to China 

and being based in Beijing, I have come up with three pillars to interpret the 
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future of the development of Sino-Japan relations. 
First, China and Japan have pushed forward their mutual relationship 

in a positive direction for the long run. “Multi-dimensional 
interdependence”4 could be shaped as a symbolic context for bilateral 
relations. “Mutually Beneficial Relationship Based on Common Strategic 
Interests,”5 an initiative launched by the two governments in 2006, should 
become a principle for the two societies.  

Second, at the same time, emotions among the people in both China and 
Japan have been the biggest uncertainty in bilateral relations, due to their 
complex, tenacious and fragile nature. Emotions running high among 
citizens of the two countries is the most serious problem requiring our 
attention and concern. 

Third, contingency events could stir up nationalism and bring about 
crises of trust between the two nations. For example, the poisoned 
dumplings crisis at the beginning of 2008 became a serious emergency that 
worsened Japanese feelings toward China and destabilized bilateral 
relations.6 To understand why emergency events inevitably lead to a rise in 
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unhealthy nationalism, three factors in Sino-Japan relations should be 
considered: The discordant systems, the lack of crisis management and the 
perception gap. 

 
3. Can Japanese “accept” the rise of China? 
 
Let me state my conclusion first: The Japanese have basically accepted 

the rise of China, even after the historic switch in GDP positions. 
 In 2010, China exceeded Japan in total amount of GDP, becoming the 

second-largest economic power in the world. Most Japanese had awaited this 
historical event rationally, even believing that an open, prosperous and 
dynamic Chinese economy could provide Japan with enormous benefits. 
Japan did not have to take countermeasures against the rise of China, but 
instead needed to take advantage of it. Many believed restoring the 
Japanese economy without a free and open Chinese market would be 
impossible. 

This kind of perception, which is both reasonable and pragmatic, seemed 
to be universal, especially among businessmen considering the huge and 
potentially lucrative Chinese market. 

In the area of economics and finance, nobody seems to agree that “the 
rise of China would be unacceptable.” They not only accept it, they 
enthusiastically expect the rapid and long-term growth of the Chinese 
economy. 

The problem then is how Japan can take advantage of the rise of China 
based on its own grand strategy, and stimulate the “re-reform and 
re-opening-up” of Japanese society, which is at a crossroads following the 
3/11 crisis. That should be a core question for Japan’s government and 
citizens in the post-crisis period. 

At the governmental level, Japan and China have already normalized 
mutual perceptions. Former Japanese Ambassador to China Yuji Miyamoto 
emphasizes in a recent book the importance of the “Joint Statement between 
the Government of Japan and the Government of the People’s Republic of 
China on Comprehensive Promotion of a Mutually Beneficial Relationship 
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Based on Common Strategic Interests,” signed by two top leaders in May 
2008. In the joint statement, both China and Japan define the rise or 
development of each other as “peaceful.”7 “It was the first time that China 
had described Japanese development after World War II with the words 
‘peaceful nation’,” Mr. Miyamoto points out.8 

The biggest uncertainty is at the level of people-to-people relations. I 
suppose misunderstandings or misperceptions will inevitably increase in 
accordance with rapidly developing, multi-dimensional communications. 
People in China and Japan need to consistently communicate with each 
other with tolerance. 

Mutual understanding and trust will take a long time. 
One phenomenon in particular is interesting and needs to be taken into 

consideration. Emotions among Chinese and Japanese against each other’s 
countries suffer a lack of balance. While Chinese emotions toward Japan 
would obviously be influenced by political circumstances, Japanese emotions 
toward China have been much more changeable and unstable over the last 
couple of years. 

As I mentioned before, Chinese emotions toward Japan were greatly 
improved when President Hu Jintao visited Japan in May 2008. The Great 
Sichuan earthquake struck on May 12 that year, and, desiring to help 
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manage the crisis, the Japanese government dispatched professional rescue 
teams to the disaster area before any other countries did. 

Unfortunately, the mutual emotions between Chinese and Japanese 
during that term were not interactive. Because of the negative impact of the 
poisoned dumpling incident that occurred at the beginning of 2008, ordinary 
Japanese completely lost trust and confidence in China. 

What we should learn from the incident as a precious lesson is supposed 
to be that Japanese tend to recognize livelihood issues such as food, health, 
the environment, public order and so on as the most important criteria to 
judge the meaning of the rise of China or how Chinese characteristics will be 
shaped. 

 Comparatively, Chinese people place more emphasis on political 
circumstances such as how often top leaders visit or whether the Japanese 
prime minister has a “sincere” attitude on historical matters, especially on 
how to deal with the Yasukuni Shrine issue. 

One more thing should be pointed out. Although I referred to “Japanese 
basically accept the rise of China” earlier, emotions among ordinary people 
toward the rise of China are still very complicated. 

According to research on public opinion regarding diplomacy, which has 
been investigated continuously for more than 30 years after being launched 
by the Japanese Cabinet Office, those who feel an affinity for China totaled 
20.0% (2010) and 26.3% (2011), while those who do not feel an affinity for 
China were 77.8% (2010) and 71.4% (2011). These numbers were pretty 
optimistic in 1980 – at that time, they were 78.6% (affinity) and 14.7% (no 
affinity).9 

For most of the Japanese public, their perception of the rapid rise of 
China surely reflects how they perceive the relative decline of Japan. In this 
sense, the rise of China has been like a “mirror” for a re-identification 
process for the Japanese. They are not only very cautious toward China, but 
they are also losing confidence in themselves. That is why, no matter how 
China and Japan promote or stabilize their bilateral relations, at least in the 
short term, Japanese emotions toward China and the Chinese will not be 
pushed forward dramatically. 

In order to keep these emotions from plunging to the bottom, three 
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conditions must be ensured. 
First, the top leaders should visit each other often, to maintain a 

friendly atmosphere between China and Japan. 
Secondly, under consistent political stability, “multi-dimensional 

interdependences” should proceed sequentially.  
Thirdly, the two governments have to establish and regularize a “joint 

committee on crisis management against emergency events” as soon as 
possible so as to tackle any uncertainties that occur in different areas – 
livelihood, business, territory, history, cultural exchange and so on – between 
Japan and China. 

The strategic mechanism which could facilitate mutual and frank 
communication in different areas between the two nations would play a 
crucial role in a time of misperceptions and distrust. 


